
EXTREME
BEER PONG

 BY O.J. BEER



TEAMS:
Two teams are required to play with a minimum of 2 people on each team. But you can have as 
many people on each team as you’d like and simply take turns throwing.

SETUP:
Step 1: Arrange 10 cups in a pyramid shape on either side of the table 

Step 2: In the row of 4 cups, �ll each cup with your desired amount of O.J. 8.5% Strong Beer. In the 
row of 3 cups, �ll each cup with your desired amount of O.J. 12% Strong Beer. In the row of 2 cups, 
�ll each cup with your desired amount of O.J. 16% Strong Beer.  And �nally, the Daddy! In the 
single cup at the front, �ll it with your desired amount of O.J. 20% Strong Beer.

Step 3: This is an optional step, if you are feeling creative! You can print the cup labels which are 
at the end of this �le and label each cup with the appropriate strength beer. 

Step 4: Repeat step 2 & 3 for the other side of the table.

Step 5: Now you must decide which team goes �rst. Each player must drink a can of O.J. Pilsener, 
at the same time. The team whose players �nish their cans �rst play �rst. We call this – ‘a gentle 
warmup…’

EQUIPMENT:

20 beer pong
style cups

2 ping pong
balls

1 long
rectangular table

O.J. Pilsener O.J. Strong Beer in varying strengths
(ideally, 8.5%, 12%, 16%, 20%)



HOW TO PLAY:
The team that is going �rst will have both ping pong balls. Each person on one team will take a 
turn trying to throw one ping pong ball into the opponent’s pyramid of cups. When a ball is sunk, 
that team must remove the cup from the pyramid, drink the beer, and set the cup aside. The ball 
is allowed to bounce, or it can go directly into the cup. The game goes on until one team has no 
cups left. The team with remaining cups wins the game.

RULES:
Let’s keep this short and sweet!

1. No elbows! Keep your elbows behind the edge of the table. Simple.

2. Each team is allowed to request a reorganisation of their cups twice, but the cups must stay 
clustered together.

3. If a player from the opposing team is still drinking their beer from a previous round, you can 
try sink a ball into their cup. They must be holding the cup. If you manage to get the ball into their 
cup, they must �ll their cup with O.J. 20% Strong Beer and chug it.

SO THE REAL QUESTION IS… 

ARE YOU STRONG
ENOUGH FOR O.J.

EXTREME
BEER PONG?



Print the cup labels and label each cup with the appropriate strength beer. 


